Gifts for Dads
and Grads
Sing Along on the Links
Whether it’s rock, rap,
or Nickelback, tunes
are becoming an
essential on the
course. The
Aquatune series
by Yatra is
perfect for
your golf
bag or cart.
This rugged
Bluetooth
speaker from
the Chicagobased company
has a 12-hour
battery life,
dynamic bass
sound, and is also
waterproof.
$45 shopyatra.com

One Size Does Not Fit All
Just say no to size-range socks ... no more sizes
9–12 for one pair. Kane 11 decided that’s archaic,
so the company offers socks in individual sizes
for a precise fit to your foot. They offer sizes 7-17.
Brilliant! Stripes and patterns allow you to step up
your style game. Merino wool construction. They
offer multiple lengths and color options.
$16.50–$21.50
www.kane11.com

Compiled by Todd Mrowice
High Tech at a Reasonable Price
Your graduate just spent four years using
technology to get a diploma. How about some
fun technology? The Swing Caddie SC300
measures carry/total distance, smash factor,
launch angle, swing/ball speed, and much
more. A new app integrates real-time data
and stats for each club. Guaranteed to win the
graduation party.
$549.99 voicecaddie.com

Shoes With a Soul
A perfect example of a young, modern
company in golf right now is TOMO,
whose slogan is “Fashion forward
products made in a socially responsible
way at a fair price.” These golf shoes are
a soft, single knit layer that are extremely
flexible and light with a permanent
“spike” that provides great traction.
$95 tomogolf.com

From Sycamore to Your Bag
If your graduate is into straying from the
major brands, look no further than Sub 70.
The Sycamore-based company is producing
tour-level equipment from drivers (coming in
summer) to putters at a great price. The 639
CB Forged irons are designed to give the
better player forgiveness without sacrificing a
superior feel and workability.
$599 (4-PW) golfsub70.com
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Penguin on the
March
Penguin’s iconic symbol
is taking a trip this
summer; why aren’t
you? A lightweight
and breathable
polyester/elastane
blend, this polo is
slimmer through
the chest and waist.
Designed to move with
you on the go and
wick sweat away. Safe
travels!
$89
originalpenguin.com

Bridgestone
gets Groovy
Along with tires,
Bridgestone is
known for high
quality golf balls,
but their high
performing wedges
are making heads
(and golf balls)
spin. The TOUR B
XW-1 collection
is a soft and high
spinning design
for better players.
Biting Rail Milled
grooves and a
premium forged
1020 carbon steel
fit nicely into any
bag.
$139.99
bridgestonegolf.com

Greatest of All Headcovers
Your favorite grad has got the sweet kicks, now
they need the headcover
to match. Dormie
Workshop makes
the MJ G.O.A.T
which looks
like it just beat
Dominique in
the ’88 dunk
contest. The
Bulls’ colors of
red, white, and
black on high
quality leather puts
the question to rest
of who’s the best
ever.
$135
dormieworkshop.com
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